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I am:
● Intelligent, open minded, and competitive. 

I’m willing to listen to new ideas, especially if those ideas are potentially better or more 
correct than my own. And as for my competitiveness, it was most visible back when I 
was in physics. There, my teacher would often put out Kahoots and more often than not 
(approx. 80%), I would end up in first place.

● Studious and procrastinative at the same time.

Rather than just studying a lot, I prefer to study well. Studying after eating, especially 
salty foods, as well as sleeping or napping right after studying vastly helps with memory 
retention. Also, don’t forget to include a quick break every so often, multi-hour sessions 
without breaks are actually more destructive than they are helpful



I am:

● Rather than “I am”, it is now “I was” in Anime Club. There isn’t much to talk 
about there since very rarely decent quality anime gets released nowadays.

● I don’t have any real work experience
● Proud of my annual approx. 3.65 avg GPA since the start of high school
● Motivated by the end results, mostly, as well as the journey to that destination. 

I’m also motivated by money and free stuff.
● Planning to hopefully become an aerospace engineer underneath Aerospace 

corp., NASA, or even Lockheed Martin. While having an interest in this field, I’m 
coincidentally pretty good at math and science.



Where to go?

Personal SMART

● Short: GPA of 3.8 by graduation, hopefully
● Long: Learn Java, C++, and HTML5

Career Smart:

● Short: Pass AP Calculus and AP Statistics
● Long: Attend classes in aerodynamics, astro-physics,  and Engineering 

Physics/Mechanical Engineering



Directions?

● So far, I’ve taken Pre-cal, Chemistry, programming and Physics. I’ve yet to 
complete AP Cal, Programming 2, or AP Stats.

● I plan to take college courses on aerodynamics, astro-physics,  and Engineering 
Physics/Mechanical Engineering.

● All of these add to my knowledge about math and science, and will probably 
force me to change my diet and study habits slightly so as to accommodate the 
increase in difficulty of the subjects, since a healthy body is a healthy mind.

● Right now, all I can do is study and keep myself fairly healthy
● For the future, I would finish high school, finish my GE, take the aforementioned 

classes, get my Bachelor’s Degree and then start working



Finality

Am I ready? It doesn’t matter if I am or not, it's not like the world will wait. The only 
thing you or I can do is to try to prepare ourselves to the best of our abilities. 
Personally, I think I’m ready for anything and I’m willing to do anything* to achieve 
my goal, how about you? Do you think you’re ready?

*Legally and morally


